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A WORD ABOUT PHOENIX

A

n HR Consultancy and Training house,
PHOENIX trains and upgrades the HR
talents of the Youth of not only the Orissa
state but also others, providing an extra
edge by imparting value-based holistic
training in Communication and Management in a symbiotic ambience with uncompromising quality. PHOENIX has carved a
niche for itself in the society today having
pioneered and authenticated the concept of
integrated superior subjective learning superimposed with the objective dimensions
of Communication and Personality Development, Mentoring, Facilitating, Career
Guidance and Counselling in the State and
outside for the last twelve years. In fact, it is
the only such training Organisation in the
country and has been acknowledged in various fora. Its unique and modern methodology make its trainees standout amongst their

peers in their future pursuits.
he strong alumni, who are well placed
in life in India & abroad, have undergone
this unique Integrated Objective Training
Programme besides well-researched and
annually upgraded subjective learning. To
meet its objectives, PHOENIX is endowed
with seamless state-of-the-art facilitation. It
has fully self-contained multimedia digital
workstations to take care of translating everything from conception to end products
including visualising, designing, capturing,
editing, burning, printing in varied formats
of print, audio and video; virtual classrooms;
an Integrated Communications Lab with
CCTV and digital audio-video recording/
event playback/realtime debrief facilities; a
well-stocked multi-disciplinary library with
research facilities; a strong interface with the
industry and a very active alumni fraternity.

T

OUR UNIQUE FEATURES
World-class Infrastructure; focussed ambience; limited trainees
y Applied Project-Oriented Hands-on
Individualised Training
y Wired Virtual Classrooms with CCTV, realtime Digital Recording/Playback Facilities.
Interactive Teaching Methodology
y Highly Qualified Faculty with decades of
Industry Experience
y State-of-the-Art Multimedia Lab with LAN
for online Training
y One Trainee - One Computer; with the Latest Software
y

y
y

y

y

y

y

Individual Analytical Feedback
Extensive Library with research Facilities,
subscribing to over 60 journals
Personalised Training, Counselling,
Mentoring and Facilitation
Country’s most-acknowleged soft-skill
Training Programme
100% placement in India’s elite Institutes
for the last ten years with a very active
Alumni Network; spread beyond India
Phoenix Brand Advantage and Value Additions
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e-maze of Techie India

SAMEER KUMAR PATRA
The bull is on the run and doesn’t seem to stop even.
How far has India really gone in becoming an economic superpower? Has the money
trickled down to the low-rung as
promised? What are the after-effects and the long term repercussions? Many such questions answered inside.

Society on the High

UNIKA PRUSTY
Feminity has leveraged to a higher gear. Smart, intelligent, independent and adept at multitasking, she’s the
new woman for you. Caring, sharing and sensitive, today’s men too
have learnt to cooperate. The ikids are absorbed in their world of
imagination with their X-Box 360,
i-Pods and a lot of creativity.
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ITISHREE SAMAL
Indian film and television industry is leap-frogging now.
From formula scripts to realistic movies & from boymeets-girl to psycho-thrillers, it’s all
changing. Reality shows are the inthing. Film & television are shaping
the society through infotainment.
Many such new trends documented
in the article. Read on...
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SHAKTI PRASAD BEHERA
I-Net and Wi-Fi have brought a new turn in our lives.
Mobile telephony and ATMs can’t be dispensed with.
Banking, Ticketing, Governance: all
have taken the e-way. Bio-tech, Biometrics, Bio-informatics, etc. have
added a new dimension to our lives.
Read on for the latest tab on the science and tech dawn.

Neo-Gen Politics
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ITISHREE SAMAL
Sting operations and citizen journalism filled our TV
screens for the whole year. Hype and sensationalism
kept our eye-balls popping out.
Media ensured justice for cases
that were biting dust. Real-time
SMS polls and blog postings gave
news the ‘feel factor’. More such
info-bytes illustrated inside......

SAMEER KUMAR PATRA
From khaki clad criminal politicians to denim-clad MPs.
From pro-Hindu policies to pro-human laws. From
“keep-out-of-politics attitude to letsjump-into-it.” More changes waiting in store on the political horizon
as the young jump into politics.
Pour your share of the bucket into
the sea, too. Feel the punch!

Guru-cool Education

Be a Rebel-Youth
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LEEZA GARABADU
Knowledge economy is the new global vision of Indian education. Right to education
and industry orientation are the new
demands.Usage of digital aids in
modern education has become indispensable. Infact, today there’s a
problem of plenty with career options. Read on for more.
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UNIKA PRUSTY
‘A Generation Awakens’, is what would most aptly
define the roughly 60 crore Indian youth today. Awakened to humanity, this youthful lot has
learnt to look beyond just, ‘me and
myself’. Believing in “being in the system, to change the system”, they are
all equipped to carve a new India.
Feel the power of YOUTH.....
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EDITORIAL

Its a new dawn for our country, today, as
it blooms in its full spring, which the whole world
is taking notice of. India, was once known as the
‘golden bird’. The Mongols and the Britishers had
plundered it all. But, slowly and steadily, nearly
six decades after independence, it seems it is indeed ‘India Shining’. For the world, its ‘Golden
Bird Returns-with a vengeance’.
The jump-start rise of the stock exchange
is something which has grabbed everybody’s
eye-balls. There is no denying the fact that at
13,000+ points and the future seeming strong,
even the sky would fall short as the limit. The way
our GDP is surging ahead, you just can’t get your
eyes off it. We had a 8% plus GDP count in the
last financial year and the half-yearly projection
of this year, promises a 10 or near 10 GDP point.
Do you see currency notes raining?
The society clung onto the economic
growth and as a result, the social dynamics manifest a sea-change too. Nuclear families don’t
seem to surprise us. But yes, today’s “supermoms” certainly raise one’s eye-brows. Live-ins
have come to be the in-thing and many parents
don’t seem to be complaining too. Its the age of
i-kids, as you wonder who uses whom, the child
uses the computer or the computer controls the
child. Men too are coming down on their chauvinism and have transformed into sensitive
‘metro-sexuals’ and numerous other ‘i-don’t-understand’ sexuals.
The media has jumped on its toes and
you find hundreds of media-outlets. So much so
that, there’s a problem of plenty with the media
industry today. From cheap sensationalisation to
sting operations, from moulding public opinion
to seeking justice for the likes of Jessica and
Priyadarshini, the media is doing it all.
The educational system too has been repackaged as industry-centric courses are the need
of the hour and you wonder why parents of
kinder-gartens have to face rigorous interviews
to admit their wards. From anti-reservation pro-

tests to demand for Right to Education Bill, the
education system of this country, saw it all, with
much more drama waiting to unfold.
Entertainment has given way to
infotainment. Gone is the era when people
flocked to the theatres to unwind after an exhausting day. Contemporary movies pack in lots
of information too. Realistic and off-beat cinema
has found its niche audience. Reality shows are
keeping the entire country glued to the telly with
their fingers activated to the ‘fastest-finger-first’
mode on their mobiles to vote for their favourites.
Science and technology has taken the
country by the tide. With everything going the
e-way; from e-ticketing, e-banking, e-governance
to e-billing, technology has made deep inroads
into our lives. Our pharma sector is on a massive
rise with biotech and nano-tech following suit.
From telemedicine to software export, India leads
the way. Electronic Voting Machines (EVMs), developed indigenously, is a feather in our cap.
EDUSAT and DTH have thinned down the rural-urban differences. The ambitious
“Chandrayaan”, (Moon Mission) project is another pride for us. We now have a country
where distance doesn’t count and time breaks
all rules of relativity.
The murky political atmosphere seems to
be bursting open for the hot-blooded youth who
have woken up, after long, to jump into the
puddle and flush out the mosquitoes. With the
emergence of organisations like, Lok Paritran,
Youth For Equality, Lok Satta, Bhoomi and many
others, power-play will indeed see a radical reversal.
Much said about the resurging India, lets
now hope and work towards sustaining the
height that we have achieved. Let not things recede to our primitive times. Together if ‘You and
I’ unite and stand, with faith in our hearts and
conviction in our minds, the day won’t be far
when we’ll reap gold from soil.

SAMEER KUMAR PATRA
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The Resurgent Economy

ily) and an increased buying capacity has prompted businesses to
spring up new outlets across different regions. On being surveyed
which category of people splurges

[

“There used to be times, a
decade ago when GDP
was at 4% and inflation at
8% but today the scenario has inversed.”
P. CHIDAMBARAM, FM

[

T

he bull (read India’s
economy) is on a run without
stop. If ever there was a better time
to uncork the champagne bottle or
to raise the toast, it is now. India is
hurtling down rapidly on the superhighway to monetary success. “It
is indeed going strong with an 8%
plus GDP for the last three years.
There used to be times, a decade
ago when GDP was at 4% and inflation at 8% but today the scenario
has inversed”, declared the Finance
Minister, Mr. P. Chidambaram. At
the current pace we’ll go past the
$1 trillion mark before 2010. The industries and services are moving upward by leaps and bounds. BPO
and software export has become the
favourite slogan of money spinners.
Nasscom’s Kiran Karnik reveals,
“BPO barely existed a decade ago
and it is now poised to overtake software services generating a revenue
of US $23 billion per annum.” The
stock market has skyrocketed to
cross the 13,000 points bar. Foreign
Direct Investment too is at an all time
high. Today, India ranks second on
the global FDI chart, next only to
China. Landed property today is a
pie to vie for. Growing costlier by
12% p.a. nationally, real estate has
touched colossal heights.
Hep malls, hot pubs, snazzy
theatres, swanky parks and hangouts dot the entire urban landscape.
“There are more options at hand than
ever before. Sadly, we are limited
by our pocket, sometimes”, says a
young woman of Bhubaneswar in her
early twenties. Increased disposable
incomes (multiple earnings in a fam-

SAMEER KUMAR PATRA

out the most, the answer that came
was DINKs (Double Income No
Kids). International class cars roll out
onto the roads in increasing numbers
with each passing day. Mobile telephony has become indispensable for
even the humble chaiwallahs,

sabziwallas and autowallahs. “Mobile is my fifth limb” screams a college-goer’s tee. It has seeped to
17 out of 100 Indians, today.
Consumerism has trudged
deep into our society. People are
buying more things which are unnecessary than necessary. Shopping today is an affair of style. “I
shop to lift-up my mood” proudly
pronounces Mandira Bedi, of
noodle-straps fame. “Shop till you
drop” has become a herd activity
among the female of our species
nowadays, with men following suit.
High-end gadgets has its many takers too. People are all lapping up
laptops as if there were no tomorrows! Broadband internet, LCD and
Plasma screen HDTV panels, satellite-channels, home-theatre systems,
iPods and gaming consoles like the
XBox 360 have become an inevitable part of modern life. LCD TVs
constitute 15% of the TV sales market this year compared to 7% of last
year, as reported by the Samsung
India’s Chief Sales Executive. Our
country, today boasts of 3.2 million
broadband internet users. This
shows the huge spurt in the ‘purchasing power’ of our people.
Suddenly, the youth has
emerged as a niche segment of
money thrifters. A sales executive
adds, “today’s curious as well as furious youth, have fatter pockets at
their disposal and do not mind loosening it for their coveted objects of
desire; the range expanding from
books to burghers and from CDs to
cola. They want it all and keep demanding for more.”
5
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“Don’t go just by growth
rates. Only high productivity with an all-inclusive
approach will sustain it.”

IFZAL ALI, Chief Economist,
ASIAN DEVELOPMENT BANK

[

The rosy picture seen is not
all that pink and plump however. The
infrastructure supporting all this is
crumbling. More importantly, the
economic development does not
‘trickle down’ to the rural corners
and the low-rung. Consequently, the
socio-economic divide is getting
wider. We may buy cars and bikes
of the top-notch brands but our
roads are not accordingly renewed
to accommodate those. We may
add to our ends hi-tech electronics
and air-conditioners but we have an
acute shortage of electricity supply.

Moreover, when one section overdevelops at the cost of another; the
progress can’t be sustained for long.
The country is on a lopsided growth track where ‘the rich
get richer and the poor get poorer.’
Ifzal Ali, the Chief Economist of
Asian Development Bank stresses,
“Don’t go just by growth rates. Only
high productivity with an all-inclusive approach will sustain it.” The
adage, “All’s well that ends well” will
continue to hold water only when
the haves and the have-nots coalesce to become one.

Society on the High
[

“She is doing the last
minute checks with her
co-worker at phone, popping out sandwiches,
adding the finishing
touch to her presentation for the day on her
note book and at the
same time revising her 5
year old for her story telling session at school”

[

T

he fast changing trends of the
Indian
society
post
globalisation, has put the social scientists on their toes like never before. The entire social set-up with
all its internal forces and
functionings, has undergone a complete transformation, after India
opened up its doors to the world.
Iravati Karve, an eminent sociologist has stated about this diverse nation that, “part of everything (cultures) found all over the world,
could be found in India.” The trend
of changes, both structural and
functional has been the fastest in the
last decade. Its even continuing at a
faster pace. Its the era of superchallenges, break-neck competition
and mammoth growth. We have
gone beyond predictions, conventions and generalisations of the past.
The refreshing new look of
the Indian society, reflects largely,
in its increasing level of acceptance
towards changes. There is an overpowering urge among people to
adapt themselves with the changing

UNIKA PRUSTY

facets rather than resisting them. The
new social-fabric is woven with
newer designs of values, ideologies
and convictions which has made it
more adaptable and an all inclusive
one. The enormous, closely-knit interdependent functional unit of the

society has given way to ‘two bedrooms apartment’ sized families.
“She is doing the last minute
checks with her co-worker at
phone, popping out sandwiches,
adding the finishing touch to her presentation for the day on her note
book and at the same time revising
her 5 year old for her story telling
session at school”, women have become adept at multi-tasking trying
all through the years.
Its undoubtedly the new
woman, who reflects radiantly the
freshness of the newer society to a
greater extent. She is the new
woman for you, with a dynamic career, a supportive better-half, smart
children, and an equally active social-network too.
With each passing day,
women are advancing towards new
vistas of freedom, success and empowerment. There’s an ever-increasing demand on their time, and
energy. What’s appreciable is the efficient involvement and a non-complaining attitude with which, the
6
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to be most active in shaping a new
India. The young crowd, defined by
fashion, attitude, consumerism, hiphop, bikes and tattoos are not, only
pomp and show. Modernity of this
kind, cannot be blindly typecasted,
as rejecting the older values and
forming newer ones just for the sake
of it. This generation believes in
keeping their doors open, as well as
choosing the best for themselves.
With the broadening horizon
of the young minds, traditional values like marriage, religion, family, etc
are getting redefined to cope up with
the changing needs and priorities of

[

“be in the system, to
change the system”,
seems to be most active
in shaping a new India.

[

emerging woman is flaunting the new model of feminism.
The new woman today is
zooming with speed, claiming her
share of pleasure, shrieking loud,
“ why should boys have all the fun.”
It reflects the sense of confidence
with which the new-age ‘super
moms’ juggle their roles and manage their time.
What’s more enlightening is
the innumerable social issues, about
which, women today are not only
aware, but also are going a step further in doing their bit, to make the
society a better place to live. For her,
its no more just, ‘my man’, ‘my children’, and ‘my family’. Instead, she
is increasingly identifying with, and
standing for the fairer-sex at large.
She not only wants her ‘Gang of
Girls’, to emerge and shine, but also
dreams of a better family, community, and the entire world as a whole.
With nearly 35% of the job
vacancies being filled up by the
fairer-sex, via top job-portals like
naukri.com and monsterindia.
com, the Gen-X woman is no different than her mother when it comes
to entertaining her guests, tucking her
relationships and prioritising her children above all. Understandably, the
new-woman is indeed trying to make
her home and the world a better
place to live in, burning the candles
at both ends.
All of a sudden the society
has awakened, raising its voice
against injustice, asking for its rights,
and above all, thinking beyond “just
me and myself.”
For the Yippies (Young Indian People with Influence), the most
privileged and prosperous generation, whose mantra is, “be in the system, to change the system”, seems

the youth. They refuse to internalise
anything unless its practical and reasonable. New-age phenomena like
live-ins, DINK couples, ‘masti ki
paathsala’ and stuff, reflects the neogen’s wider perspective towards life
and are more about convenience
than conventions. From career to
marriage, religion and even spirituality, for that matter, convenience is
the litmus on which the Gen-X prefers to test them all. It shows, they
are in full charge and control of their
lives. They believe in “live and let
live.” They have even proved it loud
and clear, by standing for numerous
socially relevant issues. Candle light
marches, peaceful demonstrations,
silent sit-downs, etc they can do it
all to ensure justice.
With every aspect of the
society changing and evolving in
some way or the other, the men and
children too, didn’t lag behind in the
race. Men today have certainly be-

come a lot more understanding and
co-operative. Cooking a Sunday
meal, changing diapers, helping the
child at homework, going for the grocery, to offering a hot cuppa to their
significant other, men are doing it all
with elan today. There’s an increas-

ing level of acceptance and sensitivity in men. Undoubtedly, it is for the
support and co-ordination of
today’s men, that the number of
career women and super-moms are
at an all time high.
And last but not the least, the
new Indian super-kids, known more
as the i-Gen are sharp, suave, intelligent and focussed as never before.
Multi-tasking 24*7 with their i-Pods,
desktops, internet, X-Box 360,
karaoke systems and other ‘e’ and
‘i’ gadgets, today’s wi-fi kids are all
aware and indeed creative. Although
they have become more inquisitive,
they believe in looking for answers
on their own. They are very much
clear in their minds as to what they
want to be in their lives and what
exactly needs to be done to achieve
it. They are certainly a way ahead
than what their parents must have
been at their age.
Indeed, our society has
sailed towards a bright new horizon
with the future awaiting with a bouquet of hope and opportunities. Let
the sunshine prevail.
7
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Media on Mission
ITISHREE SAMAL
rior to independence, media
was limited only to All India Radio, Doordarsan and some leading
news papers. News coverage used
to be scarce and politically oriented.
Local news coverage was poor and
grossly delayed.
They have become more
watchful and careful about what is
happening. If you compare the
present media with the traditional
one, you can visualise a sea of
changes.
Previously, only the elite
people were in news and major incidents were covered, but now a
small incident from a remote village

can become a national issue too. The
case of Prince, the little boy who was
trapped in the bore well, is a case
for instance.
The scenario in media
changed during the nineties after
implementation of liberalisation,
privatisation and globalisation policies by the govt. This attracted the
private players to try their hands in
the media market. Arrival of cable
TV brought a communication revolution. Information cable operator,
Skyview in Orissa, revolutionized the
availability of information in the eastern coast of Orissa by connecting

[

“Indian media is still a
‘watchdog’ of the society, ‘not its lap dog’.
G. S. Murthy,
(Syndicated Journalist, NIE)

[

P

our homes to the world. Television
viewers got a wonderful chance to
delve into new vistas of life by expanding their mental arena each day.
Today journalism has taken
a new shape. The methods of collecting news and data have also
changed. Concepts like citizen journalism, web journalism have
emerged in the media.
And the reinvention of radio due to FM has also multiplied its
listeners, which has evolved from
its pure classical music days to the
present era of remixes and hip-hop.
The media has always been
there, but its presence is being felt
today like never before. Increasing
influence of television and cinema is
driving people to sit and think for a
while. The presence of media during and after Kargil war in 1999 was
a case in point. The entire nation
came together in the war crisis and
there was no communication gap
between the soldiers of borders and
the citizen from home. It seemed as
if the entire populace was at war.
Now, today’s children are
becoming more smarter and conscious about the happenings around
them. They can complete their homework taking help of portals like
www.yourhomework.com from the
internet, even. Reality shows, talent

h u n t
programmes
l i k e
“Saregamapa”,
“ N a c h
Baliye”
have made
the youth
aware of
their potential and how
best to exploit it. Various public
awareness programmes like “Kiran”,
“Hath se Hath Mila” shows the right
path to the denizens of this country.
Media has inspired the youth
to become much more participative
and more concerned in eradicating
social ills. It urges us today to raise
our voice against injustice. The mind
of the youth gives a more credible
insight, mainly because they have their
future ahead of them, and the inspiration they imbibe will shape what
they become and the society they
aspire to live in. In todays’ material
world, the young are clearly obsessed with success and wealth.
The media today allows itself to be used. It has opened its
columns to the consumers for their
comments and started polling system. It seeks views from them and
portrays various incidents which are
out of reach from the mainstream
media. These incidents are covered
by citizen journalists.
The media actively stood up
to ensure justice in the Jessica Lal,
Priyadarsini Matoo case, etc. G. S.
8
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Murthy, the syndicated journalist of
NIE, says “Indian media is still a
‘watchdog’ of the society, ‘not its
lap dog’ only for its above responsibilities.
In this era of new media,
sting operations have been passports
to fame and recognition in a crowded
media market. It is leaping ahead
with new technologies, new methods of obtaining news like sting operations, SMS system and the flow
of advertising shows that it is emerg-

ing source of economic development. Investigative journalism took
off, with reporters working undercover and TV producers using concealed cameras to expose the ruling
classes. Bangaru Laxman in the
Tehelka case can be cited, where he
was caught on camera accepting
bribe from representatives of a fictitious arms firm to facilitate a deal.
Movies like Rang De
Basanti, Lage Raho Munna Bhai,
etc. help in rekindling the inner fire

of the youth. It creates a new kind
of revolution among the youth to
change the society and bring out new
reforms. We need people who have
passion for change. If we could harness the potential of every individual,
we could do wonders for the nation.
Divisive forces should be
curbed but healthy debate should be
encouraged to demonstrate that we
are a vibrant democracy despite the
innumerable problems that we daily
live through.

Guru-cool Education
LEEZA GARABADU

[

The goal of education
is not to cover the syllabus but to uncover
the knowledge.

[

I

ndia’s contribution to the growth
of knowledge industry has significantly transformed the global perception of Indian education and
raised expectations within the territory as well as abroad. Indian degrees are recognised in signatory nations and vice versa. India is emerging as a leading supplier of technical
manpower to the world, providing
better scope in technically qualified
manpower.
The aim of education is to
acquire knowledge and the highest
result of education is tolerance. The
goal of education is not to cover the
syllabus but to uncover the knowledge. Providing education to the
masses is now considered as a national goal. India has ensured universal adult literacy and basic educa-

tion for all the masses by 2015. Education has provided a space to the
neglected and the discriminated
groups who want to pursue higher
education through the means of
quota and reservation.
The 21st century has come
to recognize India as a ‘Knowledge
Economy’. It is the most vital step
in the development of India as Education is the basic right of each and
every new born child. It is the fulcrum around which the whole country revolves. It has given qualified
man-power and has equipped them
in order to face global challenges.
Education is the platform,
which has given tremendous
oppurtunities to the masses to prove
themselves in various fields. Many
educated people are now a days
utilising their spare time in educating
poor children.
There has been a material
and attitudinal change in the present

system of teaching. Previously, there
was a vast gap in the teacher-student relationship. But, now a days
there is a strong interdependent
bond between them.
Today’s generation has become media obsessed and tech
savvy. Homework, which was the
headache of each and every child
yesterday is now done with elan by
the contemporary children by talking over their phones, sms-ing, surfing the net, etc while listening to music and watching television. Today’s
generation students are not only media savvy but also media saturated.
A major part of the youth rely on
the internet for information, homework help and career guidance. The
recent changes in the educational
phenomena has made the young stu-

9
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[

“Today there are professional councelling centres
where students are
guided to build up their
career on the particular
fields where they are
strong at.””

[

dents extremely independent, supremely confident and feverishly
dynamic. Education has urged the
students to work at an early age in
order to acquire self-sufficiency and
become financially independent.
Group discussions, debate,
case studies and essay-writing competitions have become a vital part
of education. There are also self financing courses and job oriented
courses which have great job potential and are good for money making. The electronic media is playing
an important role in furnishing information about these valuable courses.
There were no means of spreading
education before, but today due to
the introduction of satellites, the
broadcast media has been able to
introduce a number of channels dedicated to education in order to provide literacy to a large number of
masses at cheaper means.
Previously, career options
were limited, but thanks to the boom
in the service, manufacturing and
construction sector, it is emerging
as a major centre of career and job
oppurtunities.

For the previous generations, the height of achievement was
limited to being an engineer or
doctor. However, today there are
professional counselling centres
where students are guided to build
up their career on the particular fields
where they are strong at. The results
were declared by report cards and
marks yesterday, but today the results are declared on the internet and
the marks have been replaced by

grades. Laptops have become a part
and parcel of modern day education
so that the students always remain
up-to-date with the world.
The curriculum of education
has changed as it was more factual
before but now it is all about skills.
There has been a reduction in the importance of theory and are replaced
by real life applications and out-ofthe-box ideas. These have highlighted the true power of education.
The rearrival of reservation
has created discontent and insecurity among the youth. This issue has
paused the imagination of the youths
as their future is at a stake. With the
reinforcement of reservation in all
higher educational institutions, it has
killed the expectations of the common youth as their desire would remain only a distant dream.
This policy has sidelined
meritocracy and makes it easier to
grab the fruit of success on the basis
of origin rather than hard work. This
continuity of reservation must be
eradicated from the constitution in
order to ensure its people ‘equality’
and effective ways be chalked out.

Punch Packed Entertainment

ITISHREE SAMAL
Now-a- days movies are made for The producer gets visibility across selves. Taking Rang De Basanti for
the global audience and they have all media and the brands get the right example, its target audience matched
become aggressively profit oriented. use of the film titles to promote them- that of Coca-Cola theme, which is
“piyo sar uthake”.
Before release of
Movies have transthe movies, producers are
able to get back the returns
formed from love stories,
through sponsorship of varifamily dramas and formula
ous products. Movies like
masala to real life issues. Directors have become more
‘Krishh’ created history in
creative and experimental
the film industry after entering into the syllabus of IIM,
with their scripts instead of
the same ‘tried and tested
Ahmedabad. Films are now
used for brand promotion.
methods’ of making movies.
10
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Movies like RDB, Lagey Raho
Munnabhai, etc. portray how the reel
life has inched closer towards the real
life. It creates a kind of awareness
and revolution among the citizens
and the youth to take part in the happenings of the society. Designer
clothes, high-end technology, lavish
locations, multiplexes are the new
age essentials which helps movies to
reach its goal.
Film producers exploit media hunger for glamour and consumer
products, through celebrity endorsement by generating enormous prerelease hype. Before the release of
the movie, various promotional
shows are organised to hype the
movie and garner publicity. There are
entire managerial teams today to sell

the movie among the audience. They
promote the entire movie in such a
way so as to attract a large mass of
the audience from all cross-sections
of the society.
Producers are now-a-days
using the new age marketing formula
for their films, trying how not to

spend much and get enough media
mileage. Producers tie up with news
channels too for promotion and
publicity. Kabhi Alvida Na Kehna
was tied up with NDTV, MTV and
the movie ‘Omkara’ created a buzz
with a contest on NDTV about its
title.
Television has also revamped its image in the face of entertainment. It has come a long way
from the typical ‘saas-bahu’ serials
to the age of reality shows. The multiplicity of channels have forced the
producers and directors to become
more creative and experimental with
their work in order to increase TRPs
and get more sponsorship. Today,
programmes cater to the varied taste
of the audiences.

e-maze of Techie India
SHAKTI PRASAD BEHERA

“The past is the present,
isn’t it? It’s the future too. We all try
to lie out of that but life won’t let us
do that”, said Eugene O’Neill in his
‘Long Days Journey into Night’. As
the rising sun assures a new day, science and tech. vows a ray of aspiration to mankind. For instance, in
the last decade IT has brought a colossal transition in our day to day
lifestyle beyond recognition. There
was a time, bank employee associations used to fight against
computerisation in their sector but
now by leveraging on IT, banks are
in a position to develop necessary
information system. The introduction
of ATMs and core banking services
(CBS), which provides centralised
accounting, customer information
management and transaction processing functions have made the network more customer friendly. Major banks have already taken steps

to implement e-banking to provide
“Anywhere, Anyhow, Anytime”
banking to it’s customers.
Due to computerisation in
the railways and airlines tickets can
be had even through the internet and
mobile. The digital spider or the Internet has created a mesh around us
into which we, the people, are falling like preys. As is evident from a
survey conducted by a newspaper
which revealed that majority of
people have become e-shoppers.

IT has made a foray into our
voting system. In March last year,
the then CEC Mr. T.S.
Krishnamurthy announced in
Madurai that “The Election Commission would moot the idea of voting through internet to increase voter
participation and introduce biometrics in photo identity cards”. He also
added that EVM was just the beginning of the reformation. India has
taken tremendous strides in bridging the digital gap with the expanding telecommunications network and
software production accomplishments. As per the NASSCOM’s annual report, software and services
export from India, during the year
2005-06 generated revenue of 22.5
billion dollars. In this context, Mr.
Azim Premji, Chairman of WIPRO
says “ I would like to see at least 3
Indian IT companies among the top
10, not in terms of market
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programmes are no exception. The
great strides in communications, TV
broadcasting (DTH), remote sensing, weather prediction and disaster
management have improved the
quality of life for an average Indian.
More is in store through applications
in telemedicine and using EDUSAT
for empowering citizens through education irrespective of geography.
“ISRO has been providing tele-

medicine & tele-surgery technology
and connectivity for mobile
telemedicine units in rural areas since
2001 through SatCom (a
telemedicine satellite), especially in
the areas of ophthalmology & com-

[

The digital spider or
the Internet has created a mesh around
us into which we, the
people, are falling
like preys.

[

capitalisation and employment
numbers but by sales revenue”.
As far as distance education
is concerned, MAHE from June’03
has joined hands with the satellite
based education delivery system,
DirecWay to offer a one year MBA
in financial services through interactive sessions that can be taken across
23 cities. We have made a beginning in e-governance. The National
Informatics Centre (NIC) has already started work on the inter-operability for the centre and state Governments. So high is the intensity of
e-governance, Kerala is all set to
implement a Treasury Information
Management (TRIM) system that is
aimed at making the functioning of
govt. treasuries more citizen friendly.
The NIC has developed a voice
guided touch screen information
kiosks for 189 district and sub-treasuries.
In this world, where criticism is all pervasive, space

munity health” reveals Mr. G.
Madhavan Nair, Chairman of ISRO.
As far as the future plans Dr. A.P.J.
Abdul Kalam himself has set forth a
vision plan for our space programme
for the next 15 years. One is the already well known Chandrayaan-1,
and the other is the ‘Hyperplane’, a
reusable launcher with 100 take offs
and landings. While inaugurating a
symposium on SLV at the VSSC in
Thiruvanantapuram on July 28,
2005 the honourable president Dr.
Kalam exhorted India to join the race
to set up mining & manufacturing industries on the Moon and Mars. He
also added, “The country should develop the capability to refuel, repair
& maintain satellites in orbit.” According to sources, ISRO is planning to launch a manned mission into
space by 2014 and probably thereafter a manned lunar mission by
2020.
“The ambitious ‘Chandrayaan’
project of the ISRO
is not just intended
to land an Indian on
the moon but to explore the vast mineral resources and
abundant energy

potential the earth’s natural satellite
had to offer such as Helium-3.
Space Power Satellites (SPS) which
could deliver the Sun’s energy to
Earth from space could be a major
alternative” says Dr. Shankara,
ISRO satellite centre director. India
will manufacture a futuristic international thermonuclear reactor that will
use fusion to generate upto 500 million watts of heat. But how long do
we have to wait before we can light
a bulb by nuclear fusion? By 2050,
says a conservative estimate.
While all of us are inured to
the habit of dwelling at length on the
rural-urban divide, we conveniently
overlook the silent and steady
changes in the countryside brought
about by Science & Technology.
Who can ignore the myriad achievements of CSIR as it has brought an
agricultural revolution in India in
terms of renovating the image of husbandry. Science has made inroads
in farming too and for instance farm
mechanisation has minimised the
drudgery associated with agricultural
practices. The great agricultural scientist Dr. M.S. Swaminathan hopes
that India’s 6 lakh villages will be
covered by internet by Aug 15
2007. The ICAR has rendered great
services in putting farming on a scientific basis, bringing about synergy
between the experiments in the lab
and the experiences on the land. Ac-
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cording to Dr. Swaminathan “the rural economy can flourish if information communication technologies
(ICTs) are leveraged to create new
livelihood opportunities.”
The use of biological processes (Bio-Technology) for industrial and other purposes especially
in producing antibiotic drugs has
given medical technology a new di-

mension. By leapfrogging other companies, Bangalore based “Biocon”
is dominating other bio-tech companies in the business. Bio-Diesel,
manufactured from a plant “Jatropa”
is considered as the fuel of the future.
Using Nano-tech as a manufacturing technology to assemble
molecule-sized buildings blocks is

called Molecular Nano-technology
(MNT). Science can be as good as
its applications and one of the recurrent fears about nano-technology
hinges around its possible abuse, particularly for military purposes. The
challenge before the scientists and
researchers remains how to harness
the promise of nano-technology for
mankind while avoiding its perils.

Neo-Gen Politics
SAMEER KUMAR PATRA

future of the country’s youth, are very
encouraging.
Just log on to the world of
web and you’ll find a lot of concerned youth who have started off
their own blogsites and post comments on the discouraging side of
where the country is heading. Infact,

[

“ A rise, awaken and

[

Vivekananda’s famous saying, “arise,
awaken and stop
not till the goal is
reached”, seems to
have been re-imbibed by the present
youth of the country who have set
upon themselves to
clear up the murky
political system which has been rotting the country since decades.
Today’s youth seems to
have reached an yield point. They
don’t anymore seem to sit in silence,
watching all sorts of injustice and inhuman activities going on around
them. Rather, they have chosen to
take up the cudgels and set things
straight. And what better way than
jumping into politics where they can
empower themselves sufficiently
enough to dictate the future course
of the country.
Recently, youth movements
like the “Lok Paritran” party founded
by four IITians who left their creme
jobs to better our political system and
the “Youth For Equality” organisation
that has stood firm to oppose any
legislation of the government that
destroys or threatens to destroy the
education, social and economical

stop not till the goal is
reached”

such groups are showing a rapid increase in their membership than ever
before. Its really encouraging to notice that a large section of the educated mass have such a deep concern towards the politico-social and
economic issues. Its heartening to
know that they live beyond their skin
too and stand up for a cause when
the situation warrants.

Political
awareness
among the citizens is on the
rise and its time
for a massive
upheavel in the
power-game
which has been
running in this
country. The old
and outdated have to give way to
the young and energetic. Our country needs a new leash of life. The
selfish and the corrupt will indeed be
replaced by the patriotic and the concerned. Movies like Yuva, Rang de
Basanti, etc have already documented or projected what the enlightened youth can do.
The day isn’t far when we
would be having jeans-clad legislators (MPs) in our Parliament who
live for a national purpose and do
the desired. Sachin Pilot, Omar
Abdullah and Milind Deora are already doing a good job. It is time
when people without any godfather
behind them make it to the Lok
Sabha too. The Gandhi family as well
as the Saffron-brigade (BJP) have
sufficiently delivered their worst. Its
time that “enough is enough”. Its time
for us to breath in fresh air.
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Be a Rebel-Youth
UNIKA PRUSTY
Mumbai molestation case, where a
young couple were man-handled
and the lady molested publicly, between a huge crowd, gathered for
New Year celebration at the Gateway of India. The mishaps do not
seem to stop with many of the BPO
female executives being molested
and raped taking advantage of their
odd working hours and lack of security. Educated and working
couples are being harassed and
killed even, for going against soci-

[

“It’s really the need of
the hour for the young
brigade to wake-up
and take charge of the
situation.”

[

I

ndia is a young country, with half
its population under 25 years of
age. India Today’s “youth survey” reveals that, roughly 60 crore Indian
youth will shape the country of tomorrow. Recently, a TOI report
says, that what an executive in the
(25-35) age group, owns today in
material terms, far exceeds what his
father possessed at twice his age.
This generation, believes in
living life to the fullest, by grabbing
every single pleasure source, to
gratify themselves. Their
motto, seems more or less
like, “work hard, party
harder”. They earn, they
spend, they enjoy and they
remain absorbed in their own
world of materialism, rejoicing every bit of it. Their zest
for living life has gifted them
many a titles, the Gen X, the
sunshine generation, the
switched-on generation and
the list goes on. However, it
won’t sound exaggerating, if they are
tagged as a self-absorbed generation too, who hardly spare a thought
or two, towards what’s going on
around them, in their locality and in
the entire world.
With each day coming up
with fresh cases of murders, rapes,
molestations, kidnappings and the
like, the risk factor is making life hell
for all. To quote a few such cases,
recently, a young BPO executive
was murdered on Pune Expressway
when he was taking a hitch-ride, the
honour-killing of Nitish Katara, the
brutal rape and murder of the law
student Priyadarshini Mattoo by her
batch-mate, and most recently, the

etal norms and deciding to spend
their lives together, and much more.
It’s really the need of the
hour for the young brigade to wakeup and take charge of the situation,
failing which things might make a
head turn towards the worse. It’s
time, they realise that just being economically empowered, can’t ensure
a happy and secure life. They need
to open-up their eyes to the world,
look out for what’s going wrong

around and take necessary initiatives to revive the situation.
What is enlightening are the
few examples, where the youth have
gathered to live for a worthy cause
and fight against the socio-political
evils. They are indeed a source of
inspiration for the ‘Yo-Gen’, to do
something meaningful in life, beyond
just fending for their own lives. They
are the new name for change,
epitomising courage and a passion
to look beyond their own lives.
There’s this group called,
“Youth For Equality”, entirely
formed by the young medicos
of Delhi, who were later joined
by the young from all corners
of the country, to raise voice
against all anti-educational policies of the government.
Then there is “Lok Paritran”,
another such illustrious group
formed by four IITians, two of
whom, left their cakewalk life
and creme jobs in the US, to
enter into politics in their ‘swades’,
giving people an alternative, a worthier choice to vote for and elect than
the present bunch of selfish, old and
corrupt politicians. There are many
other such autonomous groups like
“Lok Satta” and “Bhoomi” formed
by the young, intelligent and aware
people of India, with a passionate
zeal to make things better around us,
and with a dream to build a cleaner,
healthier and safer society.
Now, it’s indeed high time,
for the sunshine generation to take
things in their hands, going with the
conviction that, “you have to be in
the system, to change the system”,
and make India truly shine.
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